
This mail sent on 22th September 2017 from president_cmai@cmai.asia

Subject:  Important developments with regard to manufacturing of 
telecom/mobile/electronic products in India.

Dear Sir,

Of  late  there  have  been  few  important  developments  with  regard  to  manufacturing  of
telecom/mobile/electronic products in India. We all already know Make in India. This new development
necessitates  your  views,  so  that  the  policies  and  procedures  are  made  as  they  suit  industry.  New
developments are:

Mobile Related Issues –

1.  DOT has issued mandatory testing of telecom equipments which includes Mobile handsets,
routers,  servers,  wireless  equipments  etc.  TEC  is  now  in  the  process  of  making  Essential
Requirements for testing, in which industry has to give inputs. This is also expected to promote
local manufacturing.

2.  Unimaginable marketing push/budgets by Chinese brands

3.  Surveillance issues.

4.  On IPR front some more foreign companies are sending letters for royalty on alleged IPR on
mobile handsets.

5.  Customs at Delhi is insisting a certificate from MSAI even for CBU Imports with valid IMEI
from Country  of  manufacture  or  even  when  IMEI  has  been  purchased  from MSAI.  MSAI
certificate is  also being asked for import of SKD/CKD. All these are not as per law. MSAI
certificate is issued at 500 US $ per consignments, in addition to the TAC charges from MSAI or
other approved agencies.

6.  DOT notified  on  3.7.2017,  trial  implementation  of  Central  Equipment  Identify  Register
(CEIR) through BSNL, IT Project Circle, Pune. As per para 4 of DOT notification the “CEIR is
that connects to  acts as a central system for all network operators to share black listed mobile
terminals so that devices  blacklisted in one network will not work on other networks even if
SIM card in the device is changed.” As per para 5 of the notification, salient features of CEIR
are:

i) CEIR shall have a capability to maintain the date base of IMEIS of all the
devices registered on the mobile network.
 
iii) CEIR shall contain the information of the devices that are registered with
al mobile networks
 
vi) CEIR shall allowed creation of a new record in the database containing the
IMEI whenever a new subscriber accounting activity

 
However there is clause no. IX as below –
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CEIR shall  have  facility to  access  GSMA’s IMEI database  and shall  have
capability to identify counterfeit IMEI’s by comparing the IMEI’s database
provided by GSMA.
 
There is no communication address to MSAI. However, on the basis of above
MSAI issued a  letter  in  August 2017 to all  the mobile  brands and started
asking IMEI number of all the mobile devices of all the mobile companies in
India  and then  asking to  obtain  a  IMEI certificate  from MSAI for  all  the
models made or assembled till date and asking 500 USD for each model.

7.  EPR/Ewaste issues are also raising their heads occasionally.

8.  Issues relating to GST, 28% GST on batteries etc.

9.  Issues connected with Implementation of Indian Languages

10.              Issues connected with technology and cost for implementation of GPS in mobile
phones.
 

General Policy Issues

1.  A New National Telecom Policy under preparation by DOT, which includes manufacturing.

2.  TRAI has floated a consultation paper on manufacturing and has asked for vies from all
stakeholders.

3.  Niti  Aayog  is  working  on  PM’s  vision  of  New  India  by  2022,  which  also  includes
Manufacturing. They have circulated several documents are have sought views form all.

4.  A new electronic policy on manufacturing to be initiated by MeitY, as per press statement of
Minister Sh. Ravi Shankar Prasad Ji.

5.  TEPC also working non manufacturing policies.

6.  There  appears  to  be  some  issues  between  India  and  China  border  and  trade  issues  and
enhanced subsidies given by Chinese Government under one or other pretext.

7.  There is a view if EMS manufacturing genuinely helps in Make in India and growth, as the
same factory produces products of large number of products and every brand claims make in
India. There is hardly any safeguard that the said brand will continue manufacturing with EMS
for how many months/years and for what quantity.

8.  Some other issues which industry is facing and may not be in our knowledge.

9.  Government in all departments DOT, MeitY, Niti Aayog, Commerce Min etc. are regularly
asking for views and suggestions.

 

We  as  TEMA/CMAI  are  involved  for  discussions  at  various  stages  and  regularly  asked  to  submit
suggestions.

You  are  an important  stakeholder  in  the telecom/electronic/  mobile  handset  manufacturing,  and al
policies  are  for  you,  hence  your  views/inputs/thoughts  are  very  essential  during  policy  formulation
stages.

We are aware that routine business keeps all of us busy, but the above mentioned issues are relevant
and important for us.



Our emails/sms on above subjects may not reach the right person. Hence request please nominate 
someone to  attend to such issues on priority and give views.

REGARDS

Prof N K Goyal
President CMAI Association of India, Chairman Emeritus TEMA 
Member Governing Council Telecom Equipment & Services Export Promotion Council, Govt. of India
Vice Chairman, ITU APT India, Adviser Gujarat Technological University
Chairman India Trade Promotion Services, Dubai UAE,  
Director NFL National Fertilizers Ltd, Govt. of India
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